CODE OF CONDUCT: PARTICIPANTS

In order to participate in youth activities sponsored by the Diocese of Monterey, Participants and their Parents/Guardians agree as follows.

Participants agree:

1. I will not enter the ocean.

2. I will politely obey the requests and directions of the adult leaders.

3. I will always stay with my assigned group or buddy.

4. I will always participate in the approved activity.

5. I will always dress appropriately.

6. On overnight trips, I will stay in my assigned room and observe the bedtime and quiet hours schedule until group activities begin the next day or as otherwise directed by adult leaders.

7. I will be on time to activities and will observe all check in rules.

8. I will treat adult leaders, other participants, and community members with respect and will not engage in behavior that reflects poorly on me or the group such as: stealing, swearing, fighting, being physically or verbally abusive, being dishonest, damaging property, threatening others, or engaging in disruptive behavior.

9. I will not participate in hazing, teasing, or other similar activities.

10. I will not engage in any illegal activity including:

   - Smoking or possessing tobacco in any form
   - Possessing or use drugs (Note: Prescription drug use must be disclosed to the adult leaders)
   - Gambling
   - Possessing any weapon

I will take responsibility for my actions and understand that I will be sent home if I do not comply with this Code of Conduct to the satisfaction of the adult leaders.

Parish: ___________________________________________ City: ________________________________

Signature of Participant: ___________________________ Print Name: __________________________

Event: ___________________________________________ Date: ____________________________